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Abstract: Inverse lithography technology (ILT), also known as pixel-based optical proximity correction (PB-OPC), has shown
promising capability in pushing the current 193 nm lithography to its limit. By treating the mask optimization process as an inverse
problem in lithography, ILT provides a more complete exploration of the solution space and better pattern fidelity than the traditional edge-based OPC. However, the existing methods of ILT are extremely time-consuming due to the slow convergence of the
optimization process. To address this issue, in this paper we propose a support vector machine (SVM) based layout retargeting
method for ILT, which is designed to generate a good initial input mask for the optimization process and promote the convergence
speed. Supervised by optimized masks of training layouts generated by conventional ILT, SVM models are learned and used to
predict the initial pixel values in the ‘undefined areas’ of the new layout. By this process, an initial input mask close to the final
optimized mask of the new layout is generated, which reduces iterations needed in the following optimization process. Manufacturability is another critical issue in ILT; however, the mask generated by our layout retargeting method is quite irregular due to
the prediction inaccuracy of the SVM models. To compensate for this drawback, a spatial filter is employed to regularize the
retargeted mask for complexity reduction. We implemented our layout retargeting method with a regularized level-set based ILT
(LSB-ILT) algorithm under partially coherent illumination conditions. Experimental results show that with an initial input mask
generated by our layout retargeting method, the number of iterations needed in the optimization process and runtime of the whole
process in ILT are reduced by 70.8% and 69.0%, respectively.
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1 Introduction
Lithography is an important step in integrated
circuit (IC) manufacturing for transferring patterns
from mask to wafer; however, distortion always exists
in lithography due to diffraction and interference of
light waves (ITRS, 2012). Various resolution enhancement technologies (RETs) have been proposed
to improve the pattern fidelity in lithography (Wong,
2001; Chiang and Kawa, 2007).
Optical proximity correction (OPC) is one of the
most important RETs by adjusting the topology of the
mask to make the printed pattern on the wafer as close
to the desired pattern as possible. Traditional OPC
© Zhejiang University and Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2014

methods, including rule-based approaches (Garofalo
et al., 1994; Park et al., 2000) and model-based approaches (Cobb and Zakhor, 1995; Chen et al., 2007;
Lin et al., 2011), solve the mask optimization problem
based on the edges of the patterns. Segments of edges
are shifted from the original locations according to
either the rule table or simulation results, to compensate for the optical proximity effects. However,
the traditional OPC is gradually becoming insufficient, as the 193 nm wavelength is now applied to the
36 nm node and even beyond. Taking advantage of
the increasing computational powers, inverse lithography technology (ILT) is now being proposed to
replace traditional OPC in advanced technology
nodes. Unlike traditional OPC, ILT implements a
pixel-based mechanism to achieve a more complete
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exploration of the solution space and better pattern
fidelity.
The lithography system can be described using
Eq. (1), where the function Litho(·) represents the
lithography system, including resist development.
ILT treats the mask optimization problem as an inverse problem, and the mathematical description of
ILT is described using Eq. (2).

contour  Litho(mask ),
1

mask  Litho (z),
*

(1)
(2)

where contour is the lithography result on the wafer,
z represents the target patterns on the wafer, and
mask* is the optimal mask to be calculated in the ILT
algorithm. However, the Litho−1(·) does not exist due
to the ill-posedness of function Litho(·); therefore, the
inverse lithography problem is translated into an optimization problem to find the optimal mask* iteratively, with the aim of making the distance between
the contour and the target as small as possible, which
is described in Eq. (3):

mask* ( x, y)  arg min d ( z ( x, y ), Litho(mask*( x, y))),
mask*( x , y )

(3)
where d(·,·) is a distance metric.
In the past 20 years, various methods have been
proposed to solve this optimization problem. In the
early years, discontinuous methods based on pixel
flipping or nonlinear programming were employed
(Oh et al., 1999; Erdmann et al., 2004; Granik, 2005;
2006). More recently, this optimization problem was
converted into an unconstrained, continuous optimization problem; gradient based methods or level-set
based methods were used to optimize the mask iteratively (Poonawala and Milanfar, 2007a; Ma and Arce,
2007; 2008; Pang et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2009; Yang
YW et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2012a; 2012b). However,
no matter which methods are being used, ILT is always time-consuming due to the slow convergence of
the optimization process.
In traditional model-based OPC (MB-OPC), the
layout retargeting method, also known as pre-bias,
which pre-warps the original layout design based on
the rule table or simulation results, is always used to
generate a better initial guess, therefore accelerating
the convergence of the following MB-OPC (Kotani et
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al., 2002; Hung and Balasingam, 2002; Yang E et al.,
2009; Banerjee and Agarwal, 2011). In addition,
several artificial intelligence methods have been applied to the layout retargeting process for MB-OPC.
Huang et al. (2006) proposed a radial basis function
(RBF) network to predict optimal locations of the
edges. Gu et al. (2008) used a linear regression model
to estimate the approximate optimal mask edge
movements.
However, no layout retargeting method has been
proposed for ILT algorithms. Currently, ILT methods
always employ the target patterns to initialize the
optimization process. In this paper we propose a
support vector machine (SVM) based layout retargeting method to generate a good initial input mask
and accelerate the convergence for ILT. Unlike layout
retargeting methods for traditional MB-OPC, our
proposed layout retargeting method for ILT modifies
the pixel values of the mask patterns, instead of the
edge locations, to fit the pixel-based mechanism of
ILT. As a supervised machine learning technique,
SVM is very suitable to implement the pixel-based
layout retargeting process, which treats generation
values of pixels as a classification problem according
to their contexts. Supervised by optimized masks of
conventional ILT algorithms, several SVM models
for different kinds of pixels are constructed and used
to predict the pixel values in the ‘undefined areas’ of
the new layout. By this process, an initial input mask
close to the final optimized mask of the new layout is
generated and reduces the number of iterations
needed in the following optimization process in ILT.
Manufacturability is another critical issue in ILT
research. Different regularization algorithms have
been proposed to enhance the manufacturability of
the mask generated by ILT (Poonawala and Milanfar,
2007b; Yu and Pan, 2007; Shen et al., 2008; Ma and
Li, 2011; Geng et al., 2013; Lv et al., 2013). Irregular
patterns will be generated on the input mask after our
layout retargeting due to the prediction inaccuracy of
the SVM models. To compensate for this drawback, a
spatial filter is applied onto the retargeted mask for
complexity reduction.
As a widely used ILT algorithm, the regularized
level-set based ILT (LSB-ILT) algorithm (Shen et al.,
2009) with a total variation (TV) penalty (Poonawala
and Milanfar, 2007b; Geng et al., 2013) is used to
generate the training data set for SVM models in this
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study. Note that other ILT algorithms and regularization terms are also suitable to our SVM based layout
retargeting method. The whole process is implemented under the partial coherent illumination
condition.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Forward lithography model

The function Litho(·) representing the lithography system consists mainly of an optical model and a
resist development model. The optical model of
practical partially coherent illumination can be decomposed into a sum-of-coherent-systems (SOCS)
model (Cobb and Zakhor, 1995; Cobb et al., 1996)
based on Hopkins’ function (Hopkins, 1953). With
the SOCS model, intensity of a single pixel (x, y) can
be calculated by
N

I (x, y; M )   i | K i  M |2
i 1

N

  i [| Re( K i )  M |2  | Im( K i )  M |2 ],

(4)

the objective function in Eq. (3) of the optimization
problem in ILT turns into

M  arg min || Litho( M (i, j ))  T (i, j ) ||2 ,
M

(7)

where M, Túm×n, M is the optimized mask matrix,
and T represents the designed patterns or target
patterns.
The level set method proposed by Osher and
Sethian (1988) is a numerical technique for tracking
interfaces and shapes, and has been used for ILT in
recent research (Pang et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2009).
In LSB-ILT algorithms, the transformation between
mask matrix M and level-set matrix φ is introduced to
convert the optimization problem to an unconstrained,
continuous optimization problem, defined as
1,
M ( x, y )  B(φ)  
 0,

x :  ( x, y )  0,

 d ( x, y ),

 ( x, y )  0,

 d ( x, y ),

( x, y )  M  ,
( x, y )  M ,

x :  ( x, y )  0,

(8)

(9)



( x, y )  M ,

i 1

where λi represents the ith weight value, Ki is the ith
lithography kernel, Re(Ki) and Im(Ki) are the real and
imaginary parts of Ki respectively, M is the mask
matrix, and  is the convolution operator.
The resist development model used in this work
is the constant threshold resist (CTR) model, whose
input is light intensity I(x, y) and whose output is
resist thickness. The CTR model can be described by
the sigmoid function
sig( I ) 

1
1  e  ( I  t r )

,

(5)

where α is the steepness factor and tr is the threshold.
Therefore, the lithography model can be obtained by combining the optical model and the resist
development model:
Litho( M )  sig( I (M )).

where function d(·,·) computes the distance between
pixel (x, y) and the boundary of M. M−, ∂M, and M+
are the inner part, boundary, and outer part of mask
pattern M, respectively. After this transformation
process, the objective function of LSB-ILT can be
described as

  arg min || Litho(B( ))  T ||2 .


For less complexity in the optimized mask, the
regularization penalty, defined as Reg(∂φ/∂x, ∂φ/∂y),
is always added to ILT to control the regularity of φ.
The problem of regularized LSB-ILT can be formulated as follows:



    
,
 ,
 x y  

  arg min cost(B( ))  Reg cost Reg 




(6)
cost(B( )) || Litho(B( ))  T || ,
2

2.2 Regularized level-set based ILT algorithm

When an L2 norm based distance metric is used,

(10)

   
   
cost Reg 
,
,
   Reg 
 dx,


x
y

 
 x y 

(11)
(12)
(13)
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where λReg is a user-defined weight of the regularization function costReg(·,·), and Ω={(x, y)|0≤x≤m, 0≤y≤n}
means the area of level-set matrix φ. The TV penalty
is used in this study for regularized LSB-ILT, described as
2

2

   
     
Reg TV 
,
 
 .
 
 x   y 
 x y 

(14)

A time-dependent scheme is employed to solve
this optimization problem of LSB-ILT (Shen et al.,
2009), in which φ is optimized iteratively as

φk 1 ( x)  φk ( x) 

φ
t ,
t

(15)

2.3 Support vector machine

SVM as a new type of data classifier based on a
statistical learning technique has been successfully
applied to a number of applications (Corinna and
Vladimir, 1995; Byun and Lee, 2002). As a supervised machine learning algorithm, two stages including training and prediction are involved in SVM.
In the training process, training data with known
classification results is used to train SVM models. To
classify sample data, SVM constructs a hyperplane
with the largest distance to the nearest training data
point of any class; support vectors which are vectors
on boundaries of this hyperplane are selected and
weighted to define the model (Fig. 1).

φ
φ
of
is the speed function, and the
t
t
Eq. (11) is

where


  ( M , t )   Reg  ( , t )  ,
t

(16)

where α(M, t) is the Jacobian speed, and can be calculated as

 (M , t) 


(sig( I )  T ) 2
M

N

  i  a  Re( K i )  T  sig( I )   sig( I )

Fig. 1 Hyperplane constructed using SVM and support
vectors on the boundaries
This example is shown under 2D and linear conditions. Note
that SVM can be used to classify data under highdimensional and nonlinear conditions

i 1

(1  sig( I ))  (Re( K i )  M )  Im( K i )  T  sig( I ) 
sig( I )  (1  sig( I ))  (Im( K i )  M ) ,

(17)
where  is the dot multiplication operator, and β(φ, t)
is the regularization speed. When the TV penalty is
employed, β(φ, t) can be calculated as follows:

The training data set is presented as {( xi , yi )}im1 ,
in which xiúd stands for the input vector, and
yi{−1, 1} is the class label of the corresponding
input vector. The problem of construction of the optimum hyperplane is a second-order program problem
with constraints. The dual problem of this issue is
given as follows:
m

  
 ( , t )    
 .
  

(18)

The convolution operations in LSB-ILT are implemented by a fast Fourier transform (FFT) for
high speed, with a computational complexity of
O(N2log2 N).

max   i 


i 1

1 m m
 yi y j i j k ( xi , x j )
2 i 1 j 1

(19)

0  i  C,

(20)

subject to
m

 y
i 1

i

i

 0,

(21)

where αi is the Lagrange coefficient, C is the soft
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margin parameter, and k(xi, xj) is the kernel function
which can map the original data classification problem into high-dimensional space. The training process of the SVM model is just to find the solution of the
optimization problem (19), with the output of the
SVM model represented by support vectors and corresponding weights.
In the prediction process, the class of new data
can be predicted using



f ( x)  sign   i yi k ( xi , x)  b  ,
 xi SV


(22)

where xi is a support vector in the SVM model, αi and
yi are the corresponding weight and class label respectively, and bias b is computed according to the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions.

3 SVM based layout retargeting for ILT

The layout retargeting method proposed in this
paper is designed to generate an initial mask close to
the optimized mask so as to accelerate the convergence of the following optimization process of ILT.
The input of this process is the target layout pattern,
and the output is the retargeted mask close to the final
optimized mask. For this purpose, SVM is employed
to establish the relationship between the pixel values
in the final optimized mask and target layout patterns.
To train the SVM models, in this study we use optimized masks of training layout patterns generated by
a regularized LSB-ILT algorithm to supervise the
training process. The LSB-ILT algorithm in our earlier research (Geng et al., 2013) is used here. The
following subsections will elaborate on the individual
steps and provide details of our layout retargeting
method.

defined areas are those in which pixels are not fixed
on flipping. We identify undefined areas according to
the training layouts and corresponding optimized
masks; only the pixels in the undefined areas need to
be predicted by the SVM models in our layout retargeting process.
For the ILT algorithm with a TV regularization
penalty, we find that flipping always occurs in the
areas near the edges of the target layout patterns
(Poonawala and Milanfar, 2007b; Shen et al., 2009;
Geng et al., 2013), which means that the undefined
areas exist only in these areas. Therefore, three kinds
of areas, including areas around the concave corner,
areas around the convex corner, and areas around the
line edge, are used to identify the undefined areas.
The concave corner area and convex corner area
are represented by matrices Mconcave and Mconvex, respectively, and the line edge area is represented by
vector Vedge (Fig. 2). It is easy to prove that all pixels
near the edges can be located in these three matrices
through direction rotation. Sizes of these three matrices are user-defined parameters, which should
guarantee that all areas where values of points change
after the ILT process compared to their original value
on the target layout pattern are covered by at least one
of these three matrices. Sizes of the three matrices are
all set to the min-feature size.

(a)

3.1 Identification of undefined areas

The concept of flipping in this work is defined as
the value of a pixel on the optimized mask being
different from the value of the same pixel on the target
layout pattern. To reduce the pixels that need to be
predicted by SVM, target layout patterns are divided
into defined areas and undefined areas in our layout
retargeting method. Defined areas are defined as
those in which pixels always flip or do not flip; un-

(b)

Fig. 2 Examples of concave corner area matrix Mconcave (a)
and line edge area vector Vedge (b)
Pixels with a value of 2 are the identified undefined areas;
pixels with a value of 0 mean that pixel values in these points
are all 0 in the optimized masks of the training layout; pixels
with a value of 1 mean that pixel values in these points are all 1
in the optimized masks of the training layout
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With the above definition, the optimized masks
of the training layout patterns are scanned to identify
the undefined areas in these three areas. Pseudo code
of the undefined areas identification method is presented in Algorithm 1, with the undefined areas identified as pixels with a value of 2 in Mconcave, Mconvex,
and Vedge (Fig. 2).
Algorithm 1 Identification of the undefined areas
Require: optimization results Mopt of the training layout,
desired patterns T of the training layout
Set the ambit size of Mconcave and Mconvex, length of Vedge
Initialize elements of Mconcave, Mconvex, Vedge to −1
For each pixel T(x, y) in T
If T(x, y) belongs to Mconcavea
Calculate location (m, n) of T(x, y) in Mconcaveb
If Mconcave(m, n) equals −1
Set Mconcave(m, n) to Mopt(x, y)
Else if Mconcave(m, n) is not equal to Mopt(x, y)
Set Mconcave(m, n) to 2
Break
End if
…c
End for
Return Mconcave, Mconvex, and Vedge
a
A pixel belongs to the concave corner area if a concave corner exists
in the area around this pixel with ambit of the concave matrix; the
same is true for the convex corner area and line edge area. If a pixel
belongs to more than one area, only one area is selected. Mconcave has
the highest priority and Vedge has the lowest priority in this process
b
Direction rotation is considered in location calculation
c
A similar process is applied to pixels belonging to Mconvex and Vedge

process.
To supervise the training process of the SVM
model, training data consisting of pixel values of the
optimized mask and corresponding contexts on the
training layout is sampled to construct the training
data set. Note that only the pixels in the undefined
areas of Mconcave are sampled. The optimized mask of
the training layout is generated by the regularized
LSB-ILT algorithm here.
A concentric square sampling method proposed
by Gu and Zakhor (2008) is used to create feature
vectors for the contexts of the pixels (Fig. 3). Pixel
values of different points are sampled at the four
corners and the midpoint of each side of the squares
that overlap the clipping window. The radii of the
squares are 0, 2, 4, 6, …, R1, R1+4, R1+8, …, R2, R2+8,
R2+16, …, Rc, where R1 and R2 control the sampling
density and Rc is the radius of the clipping window.
With this method, the training data set represented by
d
{(vi , yi )}im1 is generated, where viú stands for the
feature vector of the context and yi{0, 1} is the
corresponding pixel value on the optimized mask.
Pixel

Sampling
square

Clipping
window

Note that the concept of undefined areas is also
suitable to other ILT algorithms with different methods of identifying undefined areas.
3.2 Construction of SVM models

SVM treats the generation of binary pixel values
as a classification problem according to their contexts.
The context of a pixel is defined as the surrounding
patterns of this pixel on a target layout; the radius of
the clipping window used to capture the context is a
user-defined value, defined as the ambit size of the
lithography kernel in this work. To establish the relationship between the class of pixels and their corresponding contexts, three different SVM models are
constructed for pixels in the undefined areas of
Mconcave, Mconvex, and Vedge, respectively. Construction
of the SVM model for pixels in the undefined areas of
Mconcave is discussed in detail in this subsection. Construction of the other two models is similar to this

Fig. 3 Examples of the concentric square sampling
method to encode the context of the pixel

With the training data set {(vi , yi )}im1 , a sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm (Platt,
1998) is used to construct the SVM model for the
undefined areas in Mconcave (Algorithm 2). The Gaussian radial basis function (RBF), which can map the
original data into infinite-dimensional space, is used
as the kernel function:

k (vi , v j )  exp(r || vi  v j ||2 ).

(23)
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Algorithm 2 Training the SVM model by SMO

Algorithm 3 Pixel-based layout retargeting

Require: training data set {V, y}
Set parameters C and r, stopping tolerance ϵ=1e-3
Initialize weight vector α and error vector E, pre-computed
self dot product vector M of vectors in V
While 1 do
Select optimization pair (Vi, Vj) based on a heuristic
algorithm according to KKT conditions
If selection fails
Break
Calculate upper bound H and lower bound L of αj
Calculate η=2*k(Vi, Vj)−k(Vi, Vi)−k(Vj, Vj)
Store αj in temp
Update weight αj+=yj*(Ej−Ei)/η
Adjust αj according to the upper and lower bounds
Update weight αi+=−yi*yj(αj−temp)
Update bias b and error vector E
End while
Return the SVM model consisting of support vector set
(Vs, ys) and corresponding weight set αs

Require: Desired patterns T of the training layout, SVM
models for Mconcave, Mconvex, and Vedge
Set Mretargeted the same size as T
Initialize elements of Mretargeted to 0
For each pixel T(x, y) in T
If T(x, y) belongs to Mconcavea
Calculate location (m, n) of T(x, y) in Mconcaveb
If Mconcave(m, n) equals 2
Encode context of T(x, y) as v
Predict Mretargeted(x, y) as in Eq. (24) with the
SVM model for Mconcave
Else
Set Mretargeted(x, y) to Mconcave(m, n)
Break
End if
…c
End for
Return Mretargeted

3.3 Pixel-based layout retargeting and complexity
reduction

When the training process is completed, the
SVM models are used in the layout retargeting process to generate the initial input mask for regularized
LSB-ILT. For a layout mask that needs to be retargeted, values of pixels in the undefined areas of this
layout are predicted in the SVM prediction process
according to their contexts. For a pixel with context
encoded as v, the pixel value is predicted using the
following formula:


 
1
f ( x)  sign    i yi k (vi , v )  b   1 ,
2 
 vi SV
 

a
A pixel belongs to the concave corner area if a concave corner exists
in the area around this pixel with the ambit of the concave matrix; the
same is true for the convex corner area and line edge area
b
Direction rotation is considered in location calculation
c
A similar process is applied to pixels belonging to Mconvex and Vedge

Due to the prediction inaccuracy of SVM models,
many irregular patterns will be generated on the retargeted mask by our retargeting process (Fig. 4),
which will increase the complexity of the final optimized mask of ILT. To compensate for this drawback,
a spatial filter is applied to the retargeted mask for
complexity reduction. The four pixels around pixel p
on the perpendicular directions are defined as
4-neighbors of p (Fig. 5).

(24)

where SV is the support vector set of the corresponding SVM model, and k(vi, v) is the RBF kernel
function.
Pixels not in the undefined areas are divided into
two conditions: pixels belonging to Mconcave, Mconvex,
and Vedge are set to the same values of corresponding
locations in Mconcave, Mconvex, and Vedge, respectively;
pixels not belonging to Mconcave, Mconvex, and Vedge are
set to 0 for a dark-field mask. The pseudo code of the
pixel-based layout retargeting method is illustrated in
Algorithm 3. When the SVM models are defined, the
runtime of the layout retargeting process is proportional to the area of the layout pattern and has a
computational complexity of O(N2).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Examples of a line-end on the retargeted mask
after our pixel-based retargeting process: (a) before filtering; (b) after filtering

The spatial filter is designed to remove pixels
with less than two same values in all 4-neighbors. The
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filtering process can be described as

M f  {[sign(abs( M  K )  2)  1] / 2}  M , (25)
where Mf is the filtered mask, M is the retargeted
mask before filtering,  is the convolution operator,
 is the XOR operator, and K is the spatial filter
kernel shown in Fig. 5. In Eq. (25), sign(x)=−1 if x=0.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Definition of 4-neighbors of pixel p (a) and spatial
filter kernel K (b)

4 Experiments and discussions

We implemented the proposed layout retargeting
method and regularized LSB-ILT algorithm in Matlab.
The training process of the SVM models was implemented in C/C++. Experiments were designed and
simulated to make a comparison between the regularized LSB-ILT algorithm with and without our
layout retargeting method. Once established, SVM
models can be reused for different layout patterns
without rebuilding. The runtime of the training process was not considered in this comparison.
Different layout patterns of layout designs at the
36 nm node and a lithography model with λ=193 nm,
NA=1.2, and quad-crescent illumination were used
and tested. All simulations and testing were performed on a Dell PowerEdge R610 workstation with
Xeon 2.8 GHz CPU and 32 GB memory.
The pixel grid was set to 3 nm×3 nm in both the
retargeting process and ILT. Layout patterns involved
in the experiments were divided into three groups:
simple layout patterns (SLP), medium layout patterns
(MLP), and large layout patterns (LLP).
Three layout patterns from the three groups respectively were chosen as training layout patterns and
used in the training process of the SVM models. Parameters used in the training process were set as follows: the ambit size of Mconcave and Mconvex was 6, and
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the length of Vedge was 12; the size of the clipping
window to capture context was 256×256, the same as
the size of the lithography kernel; R1 in the concentric
square sampling method was 20 and R2 was 80, with
Rc equal to 128; The size of the encoded context was
249. The regularized LSB-ILT with the same parameters was used to generate optimized masks for
the three training layout patterns, and λReg was set to
0.1. After identification of the undefined areas, the
training data was sampled from the undefined areas of
Mconcave, Mconvex, and Vedge on the three layouts
and used to construct the SVM models for Mconcave,
Mconvex, and Vedge, respectively.
The layout patterns, other than those used in the
training process, were used to test our layout retargeting method. We compared the number of iterations
needed between the regularized LSB-ILT with and
without our layout retargeting method in this experiment. In the regularized LSB-ILT process without
layout retargeting, the target layout patterns were
used as the initial input mask for optimization. In the
regularized LSB-ILT process with our layout retargeting method, the initial input mask was the retargeted mask after spatial filtering.
The ILT process with and without layout retargeting both had the same parameters as the training
layout patterns. ILT without the retargeting process
was stopped after 250 iterations; ILT with the retargeting process was stopped at the same cost as the
cost generated by the 250th iteration of ILT without
the retargeting process, where cost was cost(B(φ)) as
shown in Eq. (12). For fair comparison, the Matlab
operation was constrained to one CPU. Table 1 shows
the efficiency comparison results. With our layout
retargeting method, the number of iterations needed
in the optimization process was reduced by 70.8% on
average, and the runtime of the whole process was
reduced by 69.0% on average. Compared to the optimization process, the runtime of the layout retargeting process was very small; moreover, note that the
high parallel computation is easy to apply in the
proposed layout retargeting process.
The RECTs is used as a metric of mask complexity in this work, expressed as (Ma and Li, 2011)
K
1
3

RECTs    concavei  convex i ,
4

i1  4

(26)
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Table 1 Performance comparison between regularized LSB-ILT with and without our layout retargeting method
Target
SLP1
SLP2
SLP3
SLP4
SLP5
MLP1
MLP2
MLP3
MLP4
LAP1
LAP2
LAP3
Average

Area (μm2)
0.41
0.45
0.86
0.94
1.34
3.96
4.95
5.28
4.80
10.31
9.63
13.52

Itersa
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250

Itersb
67
64
60
71
64
79
62
80
73
87
83
85

ε
73.2%
74.4%
76.0%
71.6%
74.4%
68.4%
75.2%
68.0%
70.8%
65.2%
66.8%
66.0%
70.8%

Rtimea (s)
1271
1392
2731
2954
4259
12 482
15 478
16 381
15 230
31 869
30 018
41 391

Rtimere (s)
14.20
16.06
28.40
31.78
46.41
119.60
168.22
181.36
143.25
367.12
328.15
471.42

Rtimeilt (s)
354
359
677
863
1118
3822
3977
5337
4643
11 366
10 724
14 504

Rtimeb (s)
368
375
705
895
1164
3942
4145
5518
4786
11 733
11 052
14 975

η
71.0%
73.1%
74.2%
69.7%
72.7%
68.4%
73.2%
66.3%
68.6%
63.2%
63.2%
63.8%
69.0%

Iters represents the number of iterations needed to reach the stop criterion; ε is the reduction rate of the number of iterations with layout
retargeting. Rtime is the runtime of the whole process; Rtimere is the runtime of the retargeting process; Rtimeilt is the runtime of the ILT
process with the retargeted mask as input; η is the reduction rate of the runtime of the whole process with layout retargeting. a Regularized
LSB-ILT without layout retargeting; b regularized LSB-ILT with layout retargeting

where K is the number of all polygons of the mask,
concaveiù+ denotes the number of all the concave
vertices of one polygon, and convexiù+ denotes the
number of all the convex vertices of one polygon.
RECTs represents the total number of rectangles.
Table 2 shows the complexity results of the optimized layout patterns generated by different processes. The optimized masks of the process with and
without layout retargeting had almost the same complexity, all falling in the range of (−3%, +3%).
Fig. 6 displays the performance comparison of
the optimized results of the target pattern of SLP5
between the process with and without retargeting.
Fig. 6a is the target layout pattern. The layout pattern
after retargeting and spatial filtering of SLP5 is presented in Fig. 6b, and the optimized layout patterns
generated by regularized LSB-ILT with and without
layout retargeting are shown in Figs. 6c and 6d, respectively. The corresponding simulation results of
these layout patterns are presented in Figs. 6e–6h. We
can find that the pattern fidelity has been greatly improved after the layout retargeting process and is
close to the final optimized mask.
Fig. 7 shows the cost evolution curves of SLP5
with the regularized LSB-ILT process with and
without layout retargeting, where cost is cost(B(φ)) as
shown in Eq. (12), computed by counting how many
pixels are different between the target pattern and the

Table 2 Complexity comparison between regularized
LSB-ILT with and without our layout retargeting
method
Target
SLP1
SLP2
SLP3
SLP4
SLP5
MLP1
MLP2
MLP3
MLP4
LAP1
LAP2
LAP3

RECTsa
282
287
520
611
829
2694
3746
3293
3242
10 851
8344
13 944

RECTsb
275
289
514
628
843
2751
3735
3305
3300
10 746
8372
14 062

ξ
−2.48%
+0.70%
−1.15%
+2.78%
+1.69%
+2.11%
−0.30%
+0.36%
+0.18%
−0.97%
+0.34%
+0.85%

a
Regularized LSB-ILT without layout retargeting; b regularized
LSB-ILT with layout retargeting. ξ is the complexity difference rate
of processes with and without layout retargeting

simulated on-wafer pattern. The initial costs of ILT
without and with retargeting were 11 977 and 4787
respectively, and the final optimized cost was 4599.
We can find that a much smaller initial cost, very
close to the final optimized cost, was obtained using
our layout retargeting process.
In practice, to achieve better performance, we
can use different choices of the areas to identify the
undefined areas, select more accurate appearances
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and sizes for these areas, and make a compromise
between the runtime of layout retargeting and the
number of iterations of the following optimization
process. In addition, different methods for encoding
the context can be used and can provide balance in
prediction accuracy and runtime.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Supervised by optimization results of conventional
ILT algorithms, the SVM models are constructed and
used to generate the initial input mask, which is close
to the final optimized mask, for the optimization
process in ILT. The concept of ‘undefined areas’ is
proposed to reduce the runtime of the layout retargeting process. For less complexity in the final optimized mask, a spatial filter is applied to the retargeted
mask to filter irregular patterns. Experiments designed and tested under the 36 nm node and partial
coherent illumination conditions showed that with our
layout retargeting method, the number of iterations
needed in the optimization process and runtime of the
whole process in ILT are reduced by 70.8% and
69.0% respectively, without increase of mask
complexity.
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Fig. 6 Performance comparison of the optimized results of
the target pattern of SLP5 between the process with and
without retargeting
(a) Target layout; (b) Retargeted mask after filtering; (c) Optimized mask by ILT with layout retargeting; (d) Optimized mask
by ILT without layout retargeting. (e)–(h) are the corresponding
simulation results of (a)–(d), respectively
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Fig. 7 Cost evolution curves of ILT with and without the
layout retargeting process for target SLP5

5 Conclusions

In this paper, an SVM based layout retargeting
method for ILT is proposed for fast convergence.
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